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Introduction 

The Failbetter Report is a data analysis of what was described at the time by the 
likes of The Guardian and the BBC as the British video games industry's "Me Too" 

moment, and in particular 6,052 tweets which prompted the cancellation of a 
couple behind one of the UK's most innovative indie games studios. We data mined 

thousands of tweets which were directed at Alexis Kennedy and his fiancee Lottie 
Bevan, looking at their source(s), potential motivations, and claimed "evidence." 

For data mining we used the Twitter package in RStudio and Tweepy in Python, 

which are packages that provide access to Twitter Application Programming 
Interfaces (APls) for extraction of data. The data analysis techniques we used 

included 

(i) string comparison - widely used as an initial step to obtaining 
unique tweets; 

(ii) group by - to obtain tweets pertinent to the accounts, then the keys 

used, to search all relevant accounts; 

(iii) bag of words - a natural language processing technique used to 
identify abusive language used against Bevan, to count these words, 

and sum up their respective occurrences for further analysis; 

(iv) word cloud - to visualise the distinctive abusive vocabulary used 
against Bevan and also Kennedy. 

The decision to name it after Failbetter Games Ltd, the London-based gaming 

company which Kennedy co-founded, was a simple one. Not only does boardroom 
mismanagement means he technically still owns it, but the company has employed 

his two main accusers as either staff or freelancers. It is also where he met Bevan, 
who bore the brunt of some of the nastiest professional and personal abuse in the 
two-and-a-bit years that we have analysed the data from. 
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Key Findings 

Actual first-hand claims 

of inappropriate conduct 

by Kennedy account for 

a fraction of one per cent 

(0.17%). 

Even then 36.1% of Twitter 

respondents judged he was 

a "predator," an "exploiter" or 
an "abuser." 

We identified 339 tweets 

specifically targeting 

Bevan which were sexist, 

misogynistic and/or 

sexually explicit. 

Of those 14.45% mocked her 
for speaking out about being 

cyberbullied, while 11.80% 
claimed she was either 

enabling abuse, gaslighting 

or exploiting. 

Failbetter Games 

employees, past and 

present, accounted for 

nearly a quarter (21.93%) 

of all the tweets directed 

at Kennedy and Bevan. 

This included Failbetter's 
communications director 

retweeting claims that 
Kennedy was a paedophile. 

The two-year-plus 

online campaign against 

Kennedy and Bevan 

peaks at various times in 

conjunction with the 

successes of their new 

company, Weather 

Factory. 

This suggests there was a 

commercial motive. 

Failbetter staff behind 

this campaign were 

among the most 

vociferous in gaslighting 

Kennedy, including 

employees who had 

never worked with him. 

This raises questions about 

their motives and accounts. 
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How It All Began 

In August 2019 the anonymous 

Twitter account @Abuselndustry 

jumped on a bandwagon of 

abuse claims being made 

against men in the video games 

industry in North America, 

accusing homegrown British 

developer Alexis Kennedy of 

coercing and blackmailing 

female colleagues into sleeping 

with him. 

He and fiancee Lottie Bevan did 

what almost no- one in their 

situat ion had done before and 

came out fighting both 

challenging the c laims on social 

media so vehemently that the 

@Abuselndustry account was 

deleted less than 24 hours later. 
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Tweets Tweets & replies Media Likes 

lndustryAbuse @Abuselndustry · 7h .., 
When you think about it. ®alex,skennedy 
really did make a game about his own abuse 
of industry women. Cultist Simulator is about 
recruiting, gaslighting and abusing people for 
your own gain after all. Weird how 
@BAFTAGames nearly have him an award for 
it. 

03 06 0 29 

Industry Abuse @Abuselndustry 1 h 
Hey @alex,skennedy, it was never about your 
current relationship. It was about the women 
you mentored, the freelancers and women 
just starting their careers. the women you 
blackmailed and coerced into sleeping with 
you. The women you cheated on. 

o, t.1 oa 
lndustryAbuse @Abuselndustry lh 
If you're a woman in the industry and AK has 
invited you over for cocktails, put your hand 
up 
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The potential source(s) of this anonymous account then came forward, as two 

former colleagues and ex-lovers of Kennedy began tweeting fresh claims against 

him. 

According to Olivia Wood, she had dated Kennedy before Bevan - indeed been 

dumped by him for her - and he had acted inappropriately by keeping their 

relationship secret from the board of directors of Failbetter Games, a multi-million 

company he had created in an upstairs bedroom with partner Paul Arendt, a former 

Guardian journalist. Wood c laimed Kennedy had also shouted at her at work and 

belittled her in front of colleagues. 

Video game writer and narrative designer Meg Jayanth, who a lso had a consensual 

sexual relationship with Kennedy some years earlier, and who had also worked with 

him at Failbetter, a lbeit on a freelance basis, tweeted at the same time, saying he 

was a predator who exploited young women entering the industry. She added that 

she had been "warning women about him for years" but, by common consent, 

neither she nor Wood had seen fit to raise the a larm with Bevan. The latter had even 

wished Bevan well in her relationship with Kennedy, with Wood being one of the 

Failbetter staff who wrote warm tributes on his leaving card when he left the 

company on good terms in 2016. 

Kennedy did not deny 

having relationships with 

Wood and Jayanth, but 

stated they were 

long-term, amicable and 

healthy, their romantic 

elements turning into 

long- term friendships and 

working relationships. His 

last meaningful interaction 

with Wood and Jayanth 

had been four years prior to 

their allegations on Twitter, 

during which time he had 

been under the impression 

they were stil l friends. 

Clt. Alexis Kennedy ♦ 0 
~ @alexiskennedy 

Replying to @betterthemask 

I deny this. 

I have had a smal l number of fully consensual 
relationships with other people in the industry. 

Everything else here is a malicious misrepresentation. 

I have taken legal advice and I am making a police 
complaint about what seems to be a campaign of 
harassment. 

6:19 PM • Aug 28, 2019 from Greenwich, London • Twitter for Android 

14 Retweets 39 Quote Tweets 145 Likes 

Alexis Kennedy tweets his denial of the allegations on Twitter 
19 minutes after they first go public 
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Jayanth's tweet attracted 5,021 likes, plus 1,784 tweets, but calls by her for other 

women who had been abused by Kennedy to come forward were met with a 

deafening silence. Indeed, a feature of the cancel lation of Kennedy and Bevan is 

that in over two years the only women who have made definitive public allegations 

against Kennedy are Wood and Jayanth. No police complaints have been f iled; no 

civil claims made; no private complaints or concerns were raised with any 

institution in games. 

_ ~ ~ Meghna Jayanth 
@betterthemask 

An anon account has been naming abusers in the 
games industry. Alexis Kennedy is one of them. I can't 
speak to the motives of the anon, but Alexis is a well
known predator in the games industry. I have been 
warning people about him for years. 

6:00 PM · Aug 28, 2019 · Twitter Web App 

1,784 Retweets 237 QuoteTweets 5,021 Likes 

Meg Jayanth accuses Alexis Kennedy of being a 'well- known predator' 
at exactly 6PM, kicking off the Twitter storm 

u • • • a feature of the 

cancellation of Kennedy 

and Bevan is that in over 

two years the only 

women who have made 

definitive public 

allegations against 

Kennedy are Wood 

Contrast this to Harvey Weinstein, where within two 

weeks of the first claim being made against him 

more than 80 women had contacted police. Nearer 

home, Chancery Lane law firm Lewis Silkin, cal led in 

by the Old Vic to hold a third-party investigation into 

the Kevin Spacey scandal, spoke to 16 former staff 

members. But perhaps the most meaningful 

comparison was the organisers of the Nordic Game 

conference announcing t his month that they had 

created a whistleblowing platform, following a seven 

month investigation led by a law fi rm it had cal led in 

to investigate allegations of sexual harassment 

against multiple members of staff. 

and Jayanth.'' 
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• 

Olivia Wood -.i;,~ 0 
@babelfishwars 

I was in a relationship with Alexis Kennedy for nearly 
t wo years. He was my line manager the entire time. It 
was kept a secret from the whole company, including 
the board. 

Meghna Jayanth @bettsrthemask • Aug 28, 2019 

An anon account has been naming abusers in the games industry. Alexis 
Kennedy Is one of them. I can't speak to the motives of the anon, but Alexis Is a 
well-known predator in the games industry. I have been warning people about 
him for years. 

Show this thread 

8:04 PM · Aug 28, 2019 · Twitter Web Client 

846 Retweets 65 Quote Tweets 2 ,652 Likes 

Olivia Wood tweets support for Meg Jayanth, two hours 
after the orig inal a/legations go live 

Olivia Wood helped 

amplify what her friend 

was saying, att racting 

2,652 likes, a nd 846 

re tweets. 

Among the quoted tweets 

of support tor her was a 

"huge love" sent by 

Hannah Flynn, the 

Communications Director 

at Failbetter Games (who 

later took to Twitter at 

3.15AM to reaffirm her 

support once again). 

Emily Short, another narrative designer and friend of both Wood and Jayanth, 

supported both women by saying that while freelancing at Failbetter Kennedy had 

once sat too close to her but not even the video games press, which rushed to cover 

the industry's "Me Too Moment", even took that "abuse" c laim seriously. The 

company evidently did va lue her support, appointing her as its creative director 

three m onths after she joined the Twitter mob tweeting about Kennedy and Bevan . 

.. No police complaints 

have been filed; no civil claims 

made; no private complaints or 

concerns were raised with any 

institution in games." 
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The Abuse Directed At 
Alexis Kennedy 

... and how Failbetter amplified it 

An important fact to note about both the accounts of Wood and Jayanth is that 

neither supported the claim of blackmail and sexual coercion raised in the 

@Abuselndustry tweets. Kennedy was not cancelled because he sexually assaulted, 

sexually harassed or b lackmailed anyone, even though numerous tweeters later 

assumed he had, including one who called on him to "be less ropey." 

Word cloud showing most common terms of abuse used about Alexis Kennedy 

Despite this, the word c loud we produced from the Twitter data concerning Kennedy 

shows how media users completely bought into Jayanth's depiction of him as a 

"predator", an "abuser" and an "exploiter". The size of the term in the c loud signifies 

the relative frequency with which the term(s) had been used. 
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Terms recurring in retweets are not used in the visual on the previous page because 
some of them become anomalous in the event that the retweet count is very high. 

To understand the exact frequency of words used, the following frequency chart is 
plotted. It provides some idea for anyone who finds themselves in the centre of a 

Twitter storm an idea as to just how subjective it can be. 

[ Frequency of abusive words used against Alexis Kennedy in tweets 

u 

10 

Term 

Frequency chart showing frequency of abusive terms used on Twitter about Alexis Kennedy 
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The a mplif ica tion effect of retweets is furt her visua lised in the bar chart below. We 

can notice that a pproximately 8 terms are repeated in tweets more than 100 times. 

An important conclusion that we could draw from this analysis is that the extremely 

abusive terms (mapped towards the right of the bar charts) are not as freq uently 

used. The most plausible reason for the observat ion is that these words were, in 

most cases, used in tweets published in reply to the women making the allegations 

against Kennedy. 

Frequency of abusive words used against Alexis Kennedy in tweets (including retweets) 
EOO--~~---------------------------~----~ 

SOO 

Term 

Frequency chart showing amplification effect on abusive terms used on Twitter about Alexis Kennedy 

In summa ry, our data analysis shows that in 

Kennedy's case, the abusive content is found to be 

cross- pollinated through significant retweet ing 

and q uote tweeting by various individuals 

associated with Failbetter, either as current 

em ployees or ex-em ployees. 
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''Kennedy was not 

cancelled because he 

sexually assaulted, 

sexually harassed or 

blackmailed anyone, 

even though numerous 

tweeters later assumed 

he had." 



The Role Played By 
Fail better 

As we ident ified above in the "huge love" tweet by 

Failbetter's comms director Hannah Flynn, the 
company did not wait around for due process when 

it came to deciding where it should stand as regards 
the allegat ions against its founder. In spite of 

claiming to be with the victims, it cal led in no third 
party for an investigation, nor d id it speak to the 

police despite its CEO later claiming Kennedy had 
put staff members through what amounted to 

psychological trauma (in modern law as much an 
example of prosecutable harm as a physica l 

assault). 

''F ailbetter Games 

employees, past and 

present, accounted for 

nearly a quarter (21.93%) 

of all the tweets directed 

at Kennedy and Bevan." 

Arguably the biggest factor in the cancellation of Kennedy and his partner Bevan 
weren't the nature of the a llegations against him (many on Twitter were split as to 

whether they even constituted abuse if proven), but rather who was m aking them. 
Jayanth and Wood on their own were serious, but without other women coming 

forward, would the abuser narrative have gained the traction that it did? 

By far the m ost signif icant tweet concerning Kennedy didn't come from any 
individual(s) but rather a company, specifically his company and major 

commercial rival, Failbetter Games. The official @Failbettergames Twitter account, 
cont rolled by t he aforementioned Flynn, posted w ithin hours of Wood and Jayanth 

and literally went a ll- in. This was same Flynn who had posted previously about 
Kennedy's tim e at t he com pany that he was "our great and glorious leader."1 

1 https:// comm unity. f ailbettergames.com/ topic20120-julys-exceptional- story- lost-in- reflections.aspx 
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~ Fall better Games 0 
.., @failbettergames 

We believe and stand with everyone who has come 
forward to speak out about Alexis Kennedy tonight. 

10:25 PM · Aug 28, 2019 · Twitter Web App 

575 Retweets 34 Quote Tweets 2,616 Likes 

Late in the evening, Failbetter Games tweets its support of all allegations against its 
founder Alexis Kennedy during his time as CEO of the company 

The tweet was posted late at night but still attracted 2,616 likes, the third highest of 

all those posted about Kennedy in the period with which we harvested our data 

using Twitter's own advanced search feature. 

"Our data analysis 

shows that ... the abusive 

content is found to be 

cross-pollinated 

through significant 

retweeting and quote 

tweeting by various 

individuals associated 

with Failbetter." 

Up unti l then none of the gaming industry press had 

touched the story, but the endorsement of Failbetter 

lit the touchpaper on a series of one-sided articles 

which reported all of the allegations and none of the 

doubts. Many Twitter users - but not al l - saw it as the 

"evidence" they had all been waiting for. One referred 

to Myers and Failbetter "having the receipts" but both 

have since refused to re lease any of "evidence" even 

when compelled to do so under GDPR - leading to 

the Information Commissioner recently upholding 

five separate complaints from Kennedy and Bevan 

about Failbetter's handling and use of their data. 

The influence of Failbetter Games the company didn't, however, end there. 
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Our data mining also looked at the fourth highest liked tweet about Kennedy - this 

time from Adam Myers, the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Fail better Games . 

• 

AdamMyers 
@wastebookli 

Alexis Kennedy used to be my boss. I wrote this after 
reading his post last week: 

2 February 2016 

:oncerns at all about making Lottie permanent? 

s not currently a concern 

medium.cam 
Alexis Kennedy 
I work at Failbetter Games. These days, I'm CEO. But I worked here for five years 
before that, and from when I joined in Januaty 2014 ... 

6:00 pm 23 Sep 2019 · Twitter Web App 

586 Retweets ST Quote Tweets 1,560 likes 

At exactly 6PM, one week after Alexis Kennedy denied the allegations against 
him, Fa ilbe tter Games CEO Adam Myers publishes and tweets his Medium p ost 

The tweet promoted a Medium post biog which Myers had written - apparent ly not 

as a "corporate statement" - in which he nevertheless "borrows" company 

personnel files to claim that Kennedy continued being Bevan's line manager even 

after their relationship came to light. Bevan was one of Kennedy's staunchest allies, 

corroborating his good character and actions with her own experiences of working 

at Failbetter Games alongside Wood, Jayanth and Myers. Bevan has repeatedly 

denied that Kennedy continued to manage her, stating that he was immediately 

replaced by Failbetter co-founder Paul Arendt after they informed him of their 

burgeoning relationship. Arendt has refused to comment on the matter. 

Myers also acknowledges that he didn't know about Wood's on-off relationship with 

Kennedy until after the latter had left the company and seems to believe that an 

unevidenced accusation of shouting constituted such serious workplace abuse 

that his old boss needed to be cancelled. His Medium post attracted 2,100 likes. 
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And just for emphasis, a Failbetter shareholder and a former employee directed 

their own followers to the tweet from Myers, while extolling his Medium post biog. 

Uam McDonald OWGoodspeed • Sep 23, 2019 
If you want to fully understand the Impact of Alexis Kennedy's abusive 
behaviour on those around him, this piece by Failbetter Games CEO sheds 
the most light -

• Adam Myers @wastebooks Sep 23, 2019 

Alexis Kennedy used to be my boss. I wrote this after reading his post 
last week: medium.com/@wastebooks/al... 

0 t.l. 1 0 13 

Tweet from Failbetter shareholder Liam McDonald supporting Failbetter CEO Myers' Medium post 
about Alexis Kennedy, published on the same day as the post went live 

Samuel Partridge @SamuelPartridge Sep 23, 2019 
I worked with Adam for many years. He's a good, fair man and can be 
trusted, especially when It comes to Alexis Kennedy. Glad to read this from 
him . 

• Adam Myers @wastebooks • Sep 23, 2019 

Alexis Kennedy used to be my boss, I wrote this after reading his post 
last week: medlum.com/@wastebooks/al... 

o , t.l. 1 0 26 

Tweet from Failbetter former employee Sam Partridge supporting Failbetter CEO Myers' Medium post 
about Alexis Kennedy, also published on the same day as the post went live 

Altogether we uncovered 1,327 tweets (including retweets) by Failbetter employees 

past and present about Kennedy and Bevan. 

The aforementioned Sam Partridge, for example, insisted on Twitter that his 

colleague Wood "deserved to be believed" - while admitting a failure on his part to 

evidently notice anything was amiss, making him by any stretch of the imagination 

a terrible witness. 
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Samuel Partridge 
@SamuelPartridge 

Olivia is incredibly brave and deserves to be believed, 
as do all those who have spoken out against their 
abusers . 

• Olivia Wood ·::~.:, 0 @babelflshwars • Aug 28, 2019 

I was in a relationship with Alexis Kennedy for nearly two years. He was my line 
manager the entire time. It was kept a secret from the whole company, Including 
the board. 
twitter. com/betterthemask/ ... 

Show tni thread 

8:59 PM • Aug 28, 2019 • Twitter for !Phone 

Samuel Partridge @SamuelPartridge • Aug 28, 2019 

Replying to @SamuelPartridgu 
As for me, I've got a lot of self-reflecting to do. I've been mislead and feel 
like I've been remiss. Going to take a twitter break for a few days. 

0 1 t.l. 0 7 

Series of tweets made by former Failbetter employee Sam Partridge on the day the 
allegations against Alexis Kennedy were tweeted by Wood and Jayanth 

And again, if anyone was assuming that Failbetter employees tweeting about 

Kennedy had any evidence themselves of witnessing abuse by him they would be 

disappointed. Partridge even claimed that the Medium post from Myers was 

evidence of wrongdoing by Kennedy everyone had been waiting for. 

Samuel Partridge 
@SamuelPartrldge 

Whatever my opinion counts for. We shouldn't need it, 
but if anyone asks for receipts here they are, and if 
anyone claims those who have spoken out have 
agendas, here's another who has nothing to gain from 
doing so. 

9:34 PM • Sep 23, 2019 • Twitter for iPhone 

one of several tweets made by former Failbetter employee Som Partridge on the day Failbetter CEO 
Adam Myers' Medium post was published 
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Among those liking his tweets was his Failbetter colleague Lesleyann White who, by 
her own admission, never worked with Kennedy at the company. 

Lesleyann White A J:J/,/ "'r• @Funlette • Sep 24, 2019 
I joined Fail better after AK had left. While I've met him a handful of times, I 
have never had to work directly with him, but my god have I had to deal with 
the fallout of his conduct In my time here. 

Qt t.l. 0 32 

A day after Myers' Medium post is published, Failbetter Games employeeLesleyann White 
tweets further condemnation of Alexis Kennedy, despite joining the company a year 

after Kennedy had left 

Yet within 24 hours of the tweets posted by her colleagues, Wood and Jayanth, she 
was another who had apparently succeeded where the collective might of every 

journalist covering the story had failed - claiming she was in touch with "multiple" 
victims who, for some unexplained reason, elected to remain silent. She too was 

another who had, for reasons best known to herself, chosen not to warn Bevan, 
despite Bevan working alongside her at Failbetter Games. 
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Lesleyann White • ~ /I ""r • @Fuzzlette • Aug 28, 2019 
Multiple women exploited and abused by him have confided In me. I have 
always believed them and supported them. 

Meg is an absolute hero. Read this thread. 

Meghna Jayanth @betterthemask • Aug 28, 2019 

An anon account has been naming abusers in the games industry. 
Alexis Kennedy is one of them. I can't speak to the motives of the anon, 
but Alexis is a well-known predator in the games industry. I have been 
warning people about him for years. 

Show this thread 

0 n 11 0 82 

Shortly a fter the allegations against Kennedy were tweeted by Wood and Jayanth, Failbetter Games 
employee Lesleyann White tweets alleging second-hand knowledge of multiple victims 



And as she makes c lear in another tweet, Wood is a "hero" a lso, who has paid a price 
for saying this publicly, before not saying what this "price" was. 

l esleyann White • ~ ,? I",_ @Fuulette • Aug 28, 2019 
This brave woman is my fucking hero. I've worked with Olivia for over 2 
years, I know t his story & It still brought me to tears to read it. I'm shaking 
with anger. I know exactly what all of this has cost her, over the years & 
now, to say this publicly. 

I'm in awe of you Olivia 

• Olivia Wood '•; •. 0 @babelfishwars • Aug 28, 2019 

I was in a relationship with Alexis Kennedy for nearly two years. He was 
my fine manager the entire time. It was kept a secret from the whole 
company, Including the board. 
twitter.com/betterthemask/ ... 

Show this thread 

0 t.1. 1 C) 27 

Shortly after the allegations against Kennedy were tweeted by Wood and Joyonth, Foilbetter Gomes 
employee Lesleyonn White tweets in support of Wood 

"[Jayanth] added that she 

had been 'warning women about 

him for years' but, by common 

consent, neither she nor Wood had 

seen fit to raise the alarm with 

Bevan." 
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Bruno Dias, a writer/designer at Failbetter who had never worked with Kennedy or 

Bevan, attacked Bevan with a profanity for the apparent "crime" of defending herself 

over the abuse she had suffered on Twitter for simply being Kennedy's partner. 

Q Lottie Bevan @tronbevan • Jun 19, 2020 

a very personal story for #stopcyberbullyingday. this stuff can happen 
to anyone at any time. and it isn't right. 
weatherfactory.biz/stopcyberbully ... 

0 28 

Bruno •• Dias 
@NotBrunoAgain 

t.l. 141 

Replying to @betterthemask 

the fucking audacity 

3:56 PM • Jun 20, 2020 • TweetOeck 

(? 604 

Failbetter Gomes employee Bruno Dias, responding to Meg Jayanth, tweets his disapproval of 
Lottie Bevan's characterisation of her treatment as cyberbullying 

He too claimed to have known about the abuse "for years" and made a point of 

mentioning Cultist Simulator - the award-winning game Kennedy and Bevan 

developed post Failbetter - in angry tweets. His tweet was posted just minutes after 

Jayanth made her claims. Again, there is no explanation as to why he didn't go 

public - or again even warn of Bevan - earlier? 
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Bruno ·· Dias 
@NotBrunoAgaln 

AK's behavior has been an open secret in industry 
circles for years. I've known independently of Meg for a 
long time and it's made me incandescently angry ever 
since. If you wondered why I never talked about Cultist 
Simulator, this is why. 

Meghna Jayanth @betterthemask • Aug 28, 2019 

An anon account has been naming abusers in the games industry. Alexis 
Kennedy is one of them. I can't speak to the motives of the anon, but Alexis is a 
well-known predator in the games industry. I have been waming people about 
him for years. 

Sho,Y this thre11d 

6:22 PM • Aug 28, 2019 • Tweet0eck 

71 Retweets 275 Likes 

22 minutes after Jayanth tweets allegations against Alexis Kennedy, Failbetter Games 
employee Bruno Dias lends his support - despite having never worked with Kennedy 

And he too promoted the biog from his company's CEO aga inst Kennedy and 

Bevan. 

Bruno ·· Dias @NotBrunoAgain · Sep 23, 2019 
Adam Myers ( wastebooks) is one of the most empathetic and cool
headed people in games, and he's addressed the AK situation with 
characteristic thoroughness 

medium.com/@wastebooks/al ... 

01 t.l. 1 0 10 

Shortly after Failbetter CEO Adam Myers tweets a condemnatory biog about Kennedy, Failbetter 
employee Bruno Dias tweets his support 
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Dias was also among the Failbetter employees who 

encouraged the Twitter wrath against Kennedy and 

Bevan when the pair were awarded a €150,000 

grant for their f ledgling company Weather Factory -

a rival (more on this below) to his own. 

Despite a host of abusive tweets, emails and letters 

- including one which suggested the money be 

awarded to Failbetter instead - the grant making 

body, Creative Europe stood firm. 

Bruno •• Dias @NotBrunoAgaln • Aug 5, 2020 

nfailbetter staff behind 

this campaign were 

among the most 

vociferous in gaslighting 

Kennedy, including 

employees who had 

never worked with him." 

a really toxic effect of this, of course, is that AK can now use it as cover. 
surely it can't be that bad if a UK arts grant thought it was okay to give him 
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money. appalling 

• CreativeEuropeDeskUK @CEDUK_MEDIA · Aug 5, 2020 

J- J. Congrats to the most recent UK beneficiaries of the 
@MEDIAprogEU Video Games Scheme - @italicpig, @factoryweather & 
@BrainandNerd who share a total of €450,000. More info here: 
butf.ly/3gwqTrw #CreativeEurope #gamedev #lndiedev 

Show this thre!ld 

0 t.l. 0 9 

On the same day as Creative Europe announced a €150,000 grant for Kennedy and Bevan·s 
studio, Failbetter employee Bruno Dias tweets to condemn it 



Another Failbetter employee 

who had never worked with 

Alexis Kennedy was Kevin 

Snow, who also tweeted his 

support of the abuse claims 

against Kennedy - while 

again offering no evidence 

of it. 

Snow went on to accuse the 

founder of Failbetter of 

"blackmailing and 

threatening people behind 

closed doors" again 

without any actual evidence. 

#f!tt KevlnSnow 
•~ Obravemule 

Important thread on Alexis Kennedy. I believe and 
support everyone who speaks about his abusive, 
predatory behavior. 

Meghna Jayanth Obetterthemask 28 Aug 2019 
An anon account has been naming abusers in the games Industry. Alexis 
Kennedy is one of them. I can't speak to the motives of the anon, but Alexis Is a 
well-known p1edator In the games Industry. I have been warning people about 
him for years. 

Slil'W tt> tr read 

6:02 pm • 28 Aug 2019 , Twitter Web App 

140 Retweets 387 Likes 

Q t.1. 0 

120 seconds after Jayanth tweets a/legations against Kennedy, 
Failbetter freelancer Kevin Snow tweets his support 

Like Dias he also attacked the Creative Europe grant to Weather Factory. 

Kevin Snow @bravemule • 5 Aug 2020 
I see that Alexis Kennedy is still thriving in our industry. 
m,.d1um.com/@wastebooks/al ... 

• CreativeEuropeDeskUK @cEDUK_MEDIA • 5 Aug 2020 

~ J. Congrats to the most recent UK beneficiaries of the 
@MEDIAprogEU Video Games Scheme • @italicpig, @factoryweather & 

@BrainandNerd who share a total of €450,000. More Info here: 
buff.ly/3gwqTrw #CreatlveEurope #gamedev #lndledev 

Show this thread 

0 4 t.1 20 \/ 74 

A year later, on the day Creative Europe announce funding for Kennedy and Bevan·s 
studio, Fai/better freelancer Snow retweets Failbetter CEO Adam Myers' 2019 Medium post 
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Snow even rejected the right of Kennedy and Weather Factory to deny the 

allegations against him. 

Kevin Snow 
@bravemule 

Unsurprised but still disappointed that Alexis Kennedy 
and Weather Factory would respond to their former 
coworkers and peers' complaints that they've been 
mistreating people for years with odious dog whistles 
instead of reflection. 

8:10 pm• 16 Sep 2019 • Twitter Web App 

18 Retweets 99 Likes 

The day Kennedy posts a response denying the allegations on his biog, 
Failbetter freelancer Snow tweets to condemn him - despite never having worked 

with Kennedy 

Like Failbetter writer Dias, Snow is keen to also belittle Bevan on Twitter - comparing 

her to a fictional character in service of a "Dark Lord." 
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Kevin Snow @bravemule · 11 Sep 2019 
- Replying to leighalexander 

I'm legitimately, sincerely here for Lottie whenever she's realized her 
twenty-year-older flancee is using her but until then she might as well be 
the Mouth of Sauron. 

01 t.l. 0 32 

Two weeks after Wood and Jayanth tweet allegations against Kennedy, Failbetter freelancer Snow 
tweets to condemn Bevan, who corroborated Kennedy's denial 



Notably he interacts with an influential freelance game designer called Leigh 
Alexander who had previously referred to Bevan as "Grima Wormtongue" from the 

popular fantasy series Lord of the Rings. Two years later, Alexander demanded to 
know why people still follow Bevan on Twitter, despite only having met Bevan once 

at Jayanth's birthday party in 2015. Without evidence, her argument is that Bevan is 
a "mouthpiece" for Kennedy's abuses. 

P Lelgh Alexander . •.t 
@lelghalexander 

why are so many people I know still following 
@tronbevan, Alexis Kennedy's handmaid and 
mouthpiece for his abuses? check and make sure it's 
not you. 

8:41 am• 3 Aug 2021 • Twitter Web App 

Game designer Leigh Alexander denounces Lottie Bevan to her 136,000 Twitter followers 

The highly toxic nature of the tweets directed at Bevan, which appear designed to 

damage her personal, but also professional standing, are examined in our data 
analysis too. 
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How And Why Lottie Bevan 
Was Targeted 

A notable feature of previous "Me Too" inspired 

cancellations is how the partners of the accused 

men remain anonymous or unattacked. No-one 

remembers the wife of Harvey Weinstein, for 

example. It is a lso not disputed that the two women 

behind the claims against Kennedy say that what he 

is alleged to have done pre-dates his relationship 

with Bevan. Yet, as Alexander's tweet and also our 

dating mining shows, Bevan was nevertheless cast 

as an "enabler" and an "exploiter" in as perhaps as 

good an example you will find of how someone who 

has done nothing wrong can be utterly demonised 

as wel l. 

"We identified 339 

tweets specifically 

targeting Bevan which 

were sexist, 

misogynistic and/or 

sexually explicit." 

Word cloud showing frequency of abusive terms used on Twitter about Lottie Bevan 

The word cloud we created to show the most used terms about Bevan (the larger 

each appears the more it was used) was taken from 145 tweets using definably 

abusive terms to describe her. 
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Bar chart showing abuse towards Bevan, without retweets (i.e. without amplification effect) 

We can see from the chart the frequency of particular words used in respect of 

Bevan - with "cyberbullying" and "bad" mentioned seven times, "shit" six, and 

"abusers" and gaslight" four times each. 
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Bar chart showing abuse towards Bevan, with retweets (i.e. showing the amplification effect) 
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ushe was nevertheless 

cast as an •enabler• and 

an •exploiter' ... Someone 

who has done nothing 

wrong can be utterly 

demonised." 

Ironically, in an online campaign purporting to be 

highlighting the abuses of men, this part of the 

data mining reveals findings showing that the 

abuse directed at Bevan was highly gendered and 

designed to undermine her professional credibil ity. 

Some of the worst tweets directed at her came 

after she b logged about being cyberbul led. All of 

the 49 tweets were negative, with not one person 

supporting her - according with what people 

privately to ld Kennedy and Bevan about being 

afraid to come out in public support of them. 

~ Lottie Bevan 
\ ,"51 @trono.evan 

Replying to .. _..,. -
this isn't threatening or retaliatory. this is him doing the 
only thing he can do to protect his name in the wake of 
these rumours and allegations. honestly meg, what the 
hell? 

6:34 PM• Aug 28, 2019 • Twitter Web App 

Lottie Bevan's single tweet in response to the a/legations against Kennedy and the abuse 
against herself 

The language on Twitter about Bevan was also professionally belittling - "clown," 

"damsels," "insane" and "mental." 
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Commercial Rivalry 

Lastly, a feature omitted from all the games industry articles on the a lleged abuse 

concerning Kennedy - but pointed out on social media by those expressing doubts 
on the lack of evidence - was the timing of the tweets. Why then and not before? 

Kennedy had, after all, walked out on Failbetter in 2016, no longer able to w ield any 

power over Wood or Jayanth. What had been happening in between times? The 
answer is quite a lot - in commercial terms at least. 

Firstly, we have to look at the success story of the version of Failbetter Games which 

Kennedy had created, as opposed to the version which fol lowed his 2016 departure. 

Failbetter Games - which took its name from 

Samuel Beckett's 1983 novella is an 
award-winning independent British games studio 

founded by Alexis Kennedy and Paul Arendt in 
2009. Within a year they had developed Fallen 

London, a dark neo-gothic fantasy game which 
enjoyed a cult fo llowing. A dozen years on the 

Fallen London franchise is still running, attracting 
considerable acclaim and a m illion plus viewers 

along the way, while also partnering with Random 
House, BioWare, the BBC and Channel 4. 

"Ever tried. Ever failed. 

No matter. Try again. Fail 

again. Fail better." 

- Samuel Beckett, Worstward 
Ho, 1983. 

In 2015 Alexis was the creative lead on Failbetter's Sunless Sea. A game of loneliness, 

exploration and survival which was an instant critical and commercial hit, selling 
almost half a mill ion copies in a year. Then, burnt out, Kennedy walked away. 
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Colleagues at the mult i-m il lion-pound business he had built from scratch fil led a 

leaving card with warm wishes, and a year-and- a-half later his fiancee Lottie Bevan 

also left Failbetter. The pair then set up Weather Factory, another considerably 

smaller two-person micro studio, but then size wasn't everything, as Failbetter had 

been finding out. 

Despite running a successful Kickstarter 

campaign for a sequel to Sunless Sea, 

Sunless Skies, raising almost half a million 

dollars in February 2017, it laid off a quarter 

of its staff in December, c iting poor early 

sales of Sunless Skies and issues with its 

iPad port. 

Kennedy, much to the ire of his old 

company, was quoted alongside 

unnamed staff claiming poor 

management and a 'toxic' culture which 

had developed since his departure. 

11We were clear at Fail better that 

you needed to have transparency. 

I used to put the numbers on the 

company all-hands slides. Here's 

our burn, here's our current 

revenue, here's our current 

runway, here's the business we 

need to do to keep surviving. And 

they stopped doing that. People 

didn't know what the actual 

situation was." 

- Alexis Kennedy, Eurogamer.net, 2018. 

Unsurprisingly, given the poor 

launch of Sunless Skies, 

Failbetter was not nominated 

for any awards at the annual 

BAFT A Games awards that 

year, the most prestigious 

event in the calendar. In stark 

contrast, Weather Factory's 

game Cultist Simulator was 

nominated in two BAFT A 

categories, Best Debut Game 

and Best Innovation. 

Five months before Wood and Jayanth tweet allegations against 
Alexis Kennedy, Weather Factory celebrates two BAFTA nominations 
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Cultist Simulator launched thanks to a successful Kickstarter campaignand grossed 

more than US $1.76 million in its first year of sale. Weather Factory announced it 

would appoint another two full-timers by the end of 2019, and launched a popular 

feminist initiative and mentorship campaign. 

11The two-year-plus online 

campaign against Kennedy and 

Bevan peaks at various times in 

conjunction with the successes of 

their new company, Weather 

Factory." 

Missing from the list of well- wishers was 

anyone from Failbetter, where relations 

had noticeably soured towards Kennedy 

and Bevan since the farmer's criticism of 

the company over it's the staff it had laid 

off in late 2017. The success of Weather 

Factory also piqued his ex-colleagues, 

who had been told the only reason why he 

wanted to leave Failbetter was burn-out. 

Setting up a rival studio wasn't apparently 

discussed. 

Then in August 2019 - approximately a week before Weather Factory was set to 

launch a fresh Kickstarter for its new game Book of Hours - there was only one 

narrative as far as the whole games industry was concerned. 

On August 26, indie developer Nathalie Lawhead, on their personal website, alleged 

that composer Jeremy Soule had raped them in Vancouver in 2008. The following 

day Zoe Quinn, another indie writer and developer, accused game developer Alex 

Holowka of emotional abuse and sexual assault during a visit to him in Winnipeg, 

Canada, several years earlier. Her allegations, documented on six pages in the iOS 

Notes opp, were published on Twitter. Shortly afterwards on Twitter (posts now 

deleted) a third woman gamer, Adelaide Gardner, came forward with allegations of 

sexual assault, this time against Luc Shelton, a British developer. 
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The revelations prompted the creation of a new Twitter account, @Abuselndustry, 

which amplified the allegations against the trio before adding a fourth man out of 

the b lue - Alexis Kennedy. As another social media user on Reddit observed, the 

timing of the posting about him was "a little strange." 

0 
anonrorob'llreasons comme tee some disturbing ,nformatton about Alexis Kennedy r/ weatherfactory 

Posted by u/lmlnTh1sForTheC t 

Happ1estlguana • ll"" •~ 3 ;r o 

Hate to be that guy, but does anyone else think the timing here Is a little strange? They 

could have made these accusations at any moment but they wait unt11 a week before the 

launch of WF's next project. 

Now, for the record, right now I 'm Inclined to believe them, but It leaves a sour taste In my 

mouth that l am helping someone who clearly Intends to cause as much damage to AK 

and his company as she can. 

Again, not saying I don't believe them. I Just think It feels needlessly vindictive. 

anonforobv1reasons : , o 1 j r o ,a J, •, 

HI, this Is a throwaway, my main Redd It account Is my real name. But the timing part 

Is this. 

Shortly after Nathalie Lawhead posted her biog there was an anonymous Twmer 

account created·· @Abuselndustry, but It got deleted-· that began to name names of 

rumoured abusers In the industry and tweet aggressively at them, Including AK. This 

is the ·anon• Meg talks about. He wasn't the only person mentioned but was the 
first not previously mentioned. 

Nobody seems to know who ran that account, It had some very dodgy vibes to ft, and 
some people were telllng others not to trust anything they said, or even suggest that 
It was a false flag channer operation to target "innocent• devs. Maybe it was Indeed 
someone dodgy•• but whoever it was, In this case at least, had got the goods. So, 

Redditor Happiest/guano shares uncertainty about the timing of the allegations against Kennedy 

What was a lso notable at the t ime was how the @Abuselndustry account was at 

pains to point out that Kennedy and Bevan's game Cultist Simulator had nearly 

been awarded a BAFT A. 

What is informative about the Twitter abuse which followed is how closely some of 

the spikes and triggers match either commercial developments at Weather Factory, 

the games studio run by Kennedy and Bevan, or whenever either exercises a Right 

of Reply to the online a llegations against them. 
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The line graph below indicates the total count of tweets and retweets about 
Kennedy and Bevan from January 2019 to January 2022. The spikes in the graph 

above indicate a day or number of days in which the total number of tweets were 
notably higher than those in surrounding days. The table below attempts to map 

the 5 most notable spikes seen in the graph to the events that may have caused 
them. 
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Line graph showing spikes in tweets and retweets about Kennedy and Bevan 

Date Reason 

28 I 08 I 2019 Kennedy cancelled just as 
Weather Factory is about to 

launch their Kickstarter 

16 / 09 / 2019 Kennedy posting a response 
to allegations against him 

23/09/2019 Myers posting his Medium 

article 

19/06/2020 - 21/06/2020 Bevan posting her 
cyberbullying article 

14/07/2020 Likely linked to Creative 

Europe announcing funding 

Approximate number of 

tweets (incl. retweets) 

5,000+ 

100+ 

600+ 

350+ 

100+ 
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As per expectation, each event predicted to be major is mapped out in the 
visualisation on the previous page. 

What is evident about the spikes in the tweets is 
two of the three highest come at times when 

Weather Factory, the games company created by 
Kennedy and Bevan, were engaged in important 

commercial activities. The original August 2019 
tweets came one week before they were due to 
launch a Kickstarter campaign for their latest 

game, Book of Hours; while the tweet spike in the 
summer of 2020 came when it was announced 

that the company had been selected for €150,000 
funding by Creat ive Europe - something Failbetter 

for all its millions had never achieved. 

.. Does anyone else think 

the timing here is a little 

strange? They could 

have made these 

accusations at any 

moment but they wait 

until a week before the 

launch of WF's next 

project." 

- Happiestlguana, 2019 

The quantitative analysis within the report was produced by data analysts 

commissioned from Eximus Education, a limited liability company registered in 

England and Wales. Dennis Rice, an investigative journalist, conducted the other 

research and interviews. 

Mark Lewis, of Patron Law, responsible for uncovering the News International phone 

hacking scandal, confirmed last night that he is acting for Mr Kennedy. "Patron Law 

can confirm that it is taking legal action on behalf of Mr Kennedy against Failbetter 

Games Limited." 

Data analysts, 
Eximus Education 
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Dennis Rice, 
investigative journalist 

Press contact 
med ia@the-f a i I better-report.corn 

Whistleblowers 
whistleblower@the- fa ilbetter- report.com 

General enquiries 
contact@the-failbetter-report.com 



Questions Put To Alexis 
Kennedy 

Q: What significance do you attach to the 
fact that many of the Twitter attacks on 
you and Lottie take place when your 
company, Weather Factory, was engaged 
in commercial launches? For example, the 
original August 2019 attack coincided with 
a Kickstarter campaign, which you then 
had to abort, for Book of Hours? 

A: A week before the Kickstarter, and a 
couple of weeks after we'd won a bunch of 

awards that they were also up for. Alexis Kennedy 

The funny thing is, this only started years after I'd left Failbetter. Book of Hours is our 
second game, and Failbetter actually helped promote the Kickstarter for our first -

supposedly long after they'd heard I was an 'abuser'. 

The beef started at a very specific point a story in the games press about Failbetter 
badly mishandling layoffs, in February 2018. I'd raised concerns privately with 

Failbetter, I'd helped some of the outgoing employees they'd screwed over, and I 
was frank with the press when they asked me questions. I went on record - I was the 

only non-anonymous source out of, I think, twelve people. That made them 
embarrassed and angry. 

It's tempting to think of it as co-ordinated commercial sabotage, but I don't really 

believe that. I think it was just embarrassment, anger, and envy as our star 
continued to rise. But it's got worse over the years, I think because it's frustrat ing to 

knock someone down and see them getting up again. 

An example. We couldn't use Kickstarter for Book of Hours, so when we'd recovered a 
bit, Lottie applied for Creative Europe funding for the game. When it was announced 
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that she'd got it, there was a Twitter drive, endorsed by Failbetter, to get the funding 

withdrawn. It was even nastier than the original campaign. 

Creative Europe held firm, because they could see there was nothing to it, and they 

later shared the emails (anonymised) that had been sent to them. We got pages of 

emails calling me a sexual abuser, and Lottie an enabler of sexual abuse, w ithout 

one scrap of evidence or even specifics. 

Q: Many would agree that the decision of your old company Failbetter Games to 
endorse the allegations against you fostered the belief that they must have been 

true. Indeed, in a Medium biog the CEO Adam Myers said the firm had offered 
help to many women who had contacted it. Can you explain why it then refused 

requests from yourself, Lottie, and presumably others to hold an independent 
inquiry into the claims? 

A: said that they couldn't ask the people who'd "bravely shared their experiences" to 

"rehearse their trauma before a stranger in the pay of their abuser." (We'd offered to 

pay half the costs of an investigation.) 

We asked why, in the three years after I'd left the company and before they attacked 

me on social media, they hadn't done any kind of investigation. We asked what I was 

actually accused of. We asked them what Lottie was being accused of. We asked 

why they wouldn't investigate Lottie's claims of mistreatment. That was a year ago. 

We never got an answer. 

Q: Is it correct that executives at Failbetter Games retweeted Twitter posts 
describing you as a paedophile? And that these retweets were only removed 

after you contacted Paul Arendt, your Failbetter Games -Founder? 

A: I mailed Paul - the first contact of any kind in several years - and said I 

remembered him as being a decent human being, and could he p lease stop. I 

never got a reply. But at some point, after that, the tweets were removed. I don't 

know whether it was the email to Paul or something else. We did complain to 

Failbetter's lawyers too, once their lawyers started emailing us behind the scenes, 

and the tweets were def initely gone after that. 

Q: I understand that you and Lottie made a series of Subject Access Requests 

(SAR) requests to Failbetter Games and others - including saying you would 
accept the results in redacted anonymised form - and that the response did not 

yield a single complainant. Can you account for this when Mr Myers said the 
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company had been contacted by many women? 

A: Myers' lawyers explained that "after a careful balancing of the relevant factors" 

he'd decided that I can't be told what the allegations are, or who was making t hem, 

or whether they'd been made to Failbetter or to Adam Myers, because of the nature 

of the allegations which have been made against me. But also that I can't and won't 

be told why, because it's not possible to inform me of the nature of the a llegations. 

Because of the nature of the allegations. 

Which a lready makes my head hurt, but they a lso told Lottie that they couldn't say 

whether there had been any a llegations against her, because my behaviour had 

been so unethical. (But not what, or how, or why.) Apparently though it was fine for 

their CEO to post details of Lottie's sex life on that same Medium biog, though, 

because, he claims, there was a legitimate public interest. 

The funny thing is that of the twenty-odd organisations we GDPRed, Failbetter were 

the only one who responded like this. Everyone else just said there had been no 

specific complaints made that they were aware of, ever; or they turned over 

anonymised examples of people being generically nasty about us, but again, no 

specifics. Not one. 

The wheels of the Information Commissioner's Office grind slowly, but they grind 

exceedingly fine. So just last week they actually found against Failbetter on this one. 
Failbetter have 28 days to fix it. We'l l see what comes out of that. 

Q: The statistical report into the Twitter shows that out of the thousands of tweets 
posted in response to allegations of inappropriate and abusive behaviour only 
0.17 per cent document first-hand claims - and even then these only come from 
two of your former partners. Does this provide any comfort to you? 

A: Not really? I mean I knew there was nothing out there. I suppose there was always 

the chance someone had made up something specific that the mob had somehow 

overlooked for three years, but it d idn't seem likely. It's a punch in the gut, really, to 

see evidence of how ginned up the whole nonsense was. My and Lottie's whole lives 

were set on f ire for nothing. 
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Q: It also seems from looking at the original tweets in August 2019 that there was 
an expectation that other women would come forward, yet none did. Why do you 
believe the belief that you are an abuser still persists when it is founded up in 
what are in evidential terms such tenuous grounds? 

A: Well, some of the people involved in my cancel lation really thought I was an 

'abuser', and said so in public. It's d ifficult to walk that back. I have noticed, when I've 

gone back through Twitter after a fortifying gin, that quite a number of tweets have 

been deleted and quite a number of people have quietly unblocked me. But no-one 

ever openly admits to being part of a mob the morning after. 

Some of them, of course, were just hankering for a good old- fashioned stoning, and 

they don't want their fun spoiled. Those are the people who sti ll come back and have 

another go when they're bored. 

And the allegations live on because they're so vague. There's a quote from Alice 

Dreger, the historian, about controversies: "But no-one looked up the details. No- one 

ever looks up the details." People vaguely remember that I was outed as some sort 

of predator, and Lottie as, like, the henchwoman bringing me maidens to devour. 

We saw an email from someone at Gamer Network boasting that they'd turned 

down a pitch from us because, they said, "although I don't know any details, I have 

heard that there are details to know." That's how it sticks. 

Q: Can you account for why the women who did make claims against you did not 
make civil and or criminal claims against you? By way of comparison, for 
example, 80 women made police complaints about Harvey Weinstein in the two 
weeks after allegations against him surfaced? 

A: Because if they did, they would find themselves up on a charge of wasting police 

time, and they know it. There's no law against having an affair with someone and 

then breaking up with them. 

When the story broke, sceptics asked why, if I had been seducing young women all 

this t ime, my accusers had stayed si lent in the three years since I stepped down 

from Failbetter. The supposed reason was that the justice system doesn't always 

treat women well when they report abuse or assault - which of course is true - and 

that I'd been working behind the scenes to squash the story - which made no sense 

at all. It d idn't sound very convincing at the time, and it sounds a lot less convincing 

three years after they made the biggest noise they could on social media, and 
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suffered no retaliat ion of a ny kind. 

Q: You have indeed been compared to him in some quarters, with some labelling 
you as "the Harvey Weinstein of the games world," how painful is that to read all 
their when he is a convicted sex offender? 

A: Three yea rs on it's still horrible and stomach-churning and frustrat ing. Frustrating 

because I was never even accused of actua l sexual abuse, I was accused of being 

accused of it. The initial attack talked generally about misconduct w ithout going 

into details. They painted m e as spiteful and lecherous ... and they used that to justify 

the word 'abuse· ... but they were careful not to say 'sexual abuse' ... but when other 

people used the phrase, they let it ride. And now that the phrase is out there, it's with 

me for the rest of my life. 

Q: Why do you think your accusers have been so vehement in terms of attacking 
Lottie for standing by you? 

A: Well, in the case of one accuser it's clearly and specifically that I broke things off 

with her and t hen started a relat ionship with Lottie. And some of it is envy. Lottie was 

popular and successful and kind, and that's enough to m a ke a certain kind of 

enemy. 

But a bove al l, it's because she's inconvenient. 'Believe women' is a good slogan. 

'Believe wom en, unless they d isagree with you' is a terrible slogan. 

Q: What would your advice be to anyone else who faces being cancelled as you 
and Lottie have been? 

A: Stay the hell away from the internet for at least six months. You w ill think you're 

fine, and then you'l l see something that w ill fuck you up for a whole week. 

This is your life now. It never goes away. But it does get better. You get more resilient, 

and people get secretly emba rrassed abut going after you, once the cold light of 

day dawns. And society understands it in a way they didn't understand ten years 

ago. It's hard to describe the pain of shaming to someone who hasn't been through 

it. It really is a physical thing. Your stomach hurts, your hands get cold, you feel like 

your phone wi ll burn you. This m eans there's more sym pathy out there, and more 

therapists who ca n help meaningfully. 
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Q: Do you believe that you will ever recover your reputations? 

Up to a point. Up to a point, we already have, because the story won't go away, but 
it's a lso kind of obviously nonsense. It'll never be like it was. There'll always be the 

stain, and we're never going to involve ourselves in the industry the way we did. It's 
like recovering from a bad car accident. You get blackout headaches and a pin in 

your leg, but you're out of hospital and you're walking. 

Q: What was the worst thing to read among the many tweets which were posted 
about you? 

The paedophile thing was the worst, I guess, but they didn't try that one until two 

years after the init ial attack. Maybe the one where som eone said I'd be cancelled 
enough when I was in a box at the bottom of the sea, because my father died at sea, 

and I think that's what they were getting at. Maybe the one where someone 
fantasised about the whole of Failbetter taking a dump, one after another, on my 

grave. But probably just the ones that said the sam e as all the rest but happened to 
be from people I'd honestly, rather stupidly, thought of as close and dear friends. 
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Questions put to Lottie 
Bevan 

Q. One of the most surprising aspects of 
the Twitter analysis that we conducted 
was the abusive and hostile nature of the 
attacks on you, when your relationship 
with Alexis post-dates those of the women 
who have made these claims against him. 
How does it feel to be so vilified for simply 
being the partner of someone in this 
situation? 

A: Like t his was never about protecting 

women, a nd like you're only supposed to 

'believe women' if they're saying things you 
Lottie Bevan 

I 

want to hea r. I've been vil ified for two reasons. One, my personal experiences with 

those involved corroborate Alexis's side of the story, and you're not supposed to 

gainsay a Twitter cancellation. Two, it's a lot easier to believe Alexis is awful - and the 

cancellation therefore justified - if I'm a horrible liar in cahoots with him rather than 

a prominent feminist telling t he t ruth. If you want to m onster Alexis, you m ust remove 

his 'woman-shield'. That was t he first nasty thing said about me, from the 

anonymous and since deleted Twitter account that started this whole thing. It's a 

revealing opener. 

Q: Much in the same vein, you have been cancelled along with Alexis, and by 
extension the feminist initiatives you set up to support women in the games 
industry have been set aside too. Can you tell us a little bit more about this and 
the effect of this on you? 

A: It's very depressing. I put years of my life and thousands of pounds into practical 

ways to m ake things better for women in ga mes. I set up a popular feminist 

meet-up to encourage women to progress in the industry and change its culture 

from the top. The cancellation ended that. I set up a public, anonymised sa lary 
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spreadsheet for UK developers to compare salaries and close the gender pay gap. 

The cancellation suggested this was a ruse on my part, to nefariously access 

women's salaries (1 cannot fathom why I'd want that, or what I'd do with that 

information). My company, Weather Factory, was a rare example of a 

majority-women, commercially successful games studio. Everyone on our payroll 

left after the cancellation, to avoid being tarnished by scandal. 

Alexis has a twelve- year- old daughter who lives with us half the time. She might well 

decide to become a games developer when she grows up. I look at her and think: 

what about encouraging untruthful, uncontrollable social media cancellations will 

help her? What are developers doing now to make the industry a better, safer place 

for girls like her? Nothing, and worse than nothing: the belief that cancellations are 

the answer allows long-term serious initiatives to be ignored or destroyed, in my 

case for as little as corroborating the testimony of an innocent man. 

Q: Would you still be with Alexis if you had even a sliver of doubt about him and 

these claims? 

A: No. I have more reason than anyone to bin Alexis off if he turned out to be some 
monster. I don't want to work with - nevermind marry - someone who's been lying to 

me and living some hideous double-life for years. It would be awful to have to end 

my relationship, move out and wind up my company, but it would be better than 

spending my life with a psychopath. 

Alexis has always been honest with me and I knew about his previous relationships 

before his two exes presented them on Twitter as abuse. I've also worked with 

everyone involved and know what actually happened from personal experience. I 

am absolutely confident that Alexis has never emotionally, physically or sexually 

abused anyone. I and all of Failbetter's staff were first-hand witnesses to him going 

above and beyond for his employees: raising the basic wage to £32k regardless of 

experience, deciding in part to leave his company so he wouldn't make things 

difficult for an ex-girlfriend, setting up employee profit pools, enthusiastically setting 

a strict anti-crunch culture, giving board members shares for free from his own set... 

Everything which counters the idea that he's a nasty, predatory man was 

conveniently left out of the story. 
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Q: Is it correct that one of the women making the claims against Alexis had 
previously contacted you privately saying that they had kept their relationship 
secret from the Failbetter Board? Contrary to what she posted on Twitter? 

A: It is. In November 2015 I discovered Olivia Wood had been in a secret relationship 

with Alexis - and that I'd just ruined it for her - so I sent her an effusive apology via 

Twitter DMs. She was gracious and understanding and gave Alexis and me her 

blessing, saying in that conversation that she and Alexis had been 'dating fa irly 

seriously, with a few gaps, for two years', that she 'd idn't want the company to know, 

as [she] didn't want to be connected' to Alexis's d ivorce from his ex-wife. She 

begged: 'Please don't tell anyone about us'. 

On Twitter in 2019, Olivia said she'd been in a relationship with Alexis 'for nearly two 

years. He was my line manager the entire time. It was kept a secret from the whole 

company, including the board.' This isn't a direct lie - she had been in a relationship 

with him for nearly two years by November 2015, and it was kept a secret from the 

company- but she failed to mention that she'd only started working at Failbetter in 

March of that year, that their relationship had started well before she worked in 

games or Alexis had any sort of power over her, and that she'd repeatedly 

requested he give her a job as the company. She joined Fail better after dating Alexis 

for at least a year, and asked him and later myself to keep the secret. This is not 

quite the narrative presented to the general public in August 2019. 

I didn't share this at the time because I think slagging off ex-colleagues and talking 

about people's sex lives on the internet is weird and mean. I naively assumed I'd be 

able to share these DMs with journalists who'd then prove these statements to be 

false. More fool me! No one ever invest igated what was said on Twitter. People just 

assumed it was true. 

Q: Can you account for why - when Failbetter said it knew of the abuse claims 
against Alexis - no one at the company warned you either before or after you 
began your relationship with him? 

A; No. This doesn't add up at a ll. We told Paul Arendt, the co-founder and next senior 

member of staff, that we were going to give dating a go within a day of deciding it 

ourselves. Alexis ( with my permission) then told several other members of the board 

over the next six months, before he burned out and chose to leave Failbetter on 

good terms in June 2016. I was repeatedly assured that my relationship with Alexis 

was fine - by board members and by Olivia - at the start of our relationship, and as 

late as November 2017, when I finally left the company to co-found Weather Factory. 
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No one ever suggested my relationship with Alexis was inappropriate, and certainly 

no one ever suggested Alexis was abusive. 

After years of gathering evidence through GDPR req uests, I now know that Fa ilbetter 

never received accusat ions that Alexis was abusive, from anyone, a nd that no one 

ever made a com plaint a bout him (or me, for that m atter). I cannot reconcile my 

experiences at Failbetter Gam es wit h them knowing he was abusive and, for som e 

reason, deciding to keep that from a junior woman, even after Alexis left the 

company. It makes no sense. 

Q: We understand that you made a GDPR request from Failbetter Games for all 
the paperwork in relation to your employment at the company. Can you tell us 
what happened in response? 

A: A whole lot of unprofessional nonsense. Initially we received insults from 

Failbetter's CEO and a twenty-page lawyers' letter telling us to go hang. We weren't 

entit led to things like our own HR records, which had been misquoted to discredit us 

on Twitter, and we were harassing the com pany by asking them d ifficult and silly 

quest ions like 'please could you provide redacted accusations or evidence of Alexis 

behaving inappropriately, ever, while CEO of Failbetter Games'. This went back and 

forth for years, culminating in Failbetter hiring larger, more expensive corporate 

lawyers to threaten us with lawsuits and to accuse us of 'vexatious, disruptive and 

unreasonable' conduct for asking for things like the deletion of details of my sex life 

from the Failbetter CEO's biog, and the removal of Alexis's daughter's image from 

Sunless Sea after Failbetter boa rd m embers prom oted false rumours that Alexis was 

a paedophile. 

Ultimately, we took our complaint to the !CO, who upheld our com p laints and 

confirmed Failbetter had failed their GDPR dut ies. We're currently wait ing for 

Failbetter's response. 

Q: Alexis has published his leaving card from Failbetter Games, which contains 
good will messages from many of the people who have now sided against him. 
Can you account for why they wrote messages on a card about someone who 
they considered to be abusive and inappropriate? 

No. I think the narrative they'd like people to believe is that they somehow had to 

write something effusive in Alexis's leaving card or he'd retaliate in some way. But 

Alexis has never retaliated against anyone for anything - there isn't even a single 

accusation of this, despite 'reta liation' being part of the reason g iven for nobody 
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being brave enough to out him for years. 

I cannot reconcile the idea of Alexis being abusive at Failbetter Games with the 

heartfelt messages left in his leaving card, or the a m icable professional 

relat ionships he had with all members of Failbetter Games over his seven-year 

tenure as CEO, or the fact that many people who came out against him in Twitter in 

2019 had come round to our shared flat many t imes for dinners, movie nights and 

cocktai ls like old friends after his a llegedly abhorrent behaviour. Nothing about this 

narrative adds up. 

Q: You were - as with the women making the allegations - also employed by 
Failbetter Games. They have supported them and not you. How does that feel? 

A: Inevitable. Failbetter lent empty support to the a llegations against Alexis in 2019 

because they didn't want to be on the wrong end of a # m etoo Twitter cancellation, 

despite ( we now know) having no evidence of accusations or wrongdoing on 

Alexis's part. I ca n sympathise wit h t his to a degree. Being on the wrong end of a 

#metoo Twitter cancellation sucks, and if I had the option of not being there, I'd 

choose to avoid it too. 

But any suggestion that Failbetter are acting in the interests of women is a provable 

sham. Aside from destroying my career - and it's worth reiterating that I left on 

excellent terms with them, after an unblemished two years' employment - they 

have repeatedly refused to engage w ith the harm they have caused m e, my 

fem inist init iatives, and the women who've worked for them and since left c iting 

various degrees of mismanagement and sexism. 

After being repeatedly ignored over email, I submitted a formal employment 

t ribunal claim against Failbetter in 2020 detailing the harm they'd done to me and 

to women working for the company. Failbetter's response was to bully me into 

withdrawing it, via their corporate lawyers, by threatening an expensive, retaliatory 

lawsuit for damages and legal expenses. I would be happy to share that tribunal 

with any journalists interested in seeing how Failbetter really treats women. 

Q: What sort of personal and psychological impact has being cancelled via social 
media had on you? 

A: I wouldn't wish it on my worst enemy. It's a total shredding of the soul. The internet 

makes a voodoo doll of someone - a caricature with no basis in reality - and st icks 

pins in it for sport. Alexis a nd I both have PTSD: Alexis's version is painful stomach 
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cramps, mine are frozen hands whenever I speak about it. Every day I sit down at my 

desk and think: what will I see today that's proof I'm exiled and hated? Will it be a 

nasty tweet from an anonymous account? Will it be an angry, ill-informed review of 

my game on Steam? Perhaps it'll be an aside in a news article, or an ex- colleague 

of mine will post a helpful 'PSA' just before my next product launch. 

I struggle most to reconcile that I've been attacked by people I worked with for years 

who actually know me in real life. Anonymous trolls are one thing, or developers I 

never met who have been misled into believing the nasty things said about me 

online. But I struggle with my colleagues. The women who went on to attack Alexis -

and then, consequently, me - hugged me at my leaving drinks and invited me to 

their birthday parties. I helped some of the more vicious colleagues with their ill 

sisters and bought others thoughtful, friendly Christmas presents. A few years and 

commercial successes later and they're doing their best to destroy my reputation, 

career and life. I struggle with this. 

Do people think this sort of viciousness will help women? Do people care that it's not 

true? Do people care it made me think about ki lling myself? It's difficult and 

upsetting and gives me an uncharacteristically dim view of human nature. 

Q: Do you believe that you can somehow now be uncancelled? 

A: No. I do think that anyone who spends five minutes looking at this story will 

inevitably conclude it's bollocks, and that over time there will be fewer and fewer 

active campaigns to ruin my games' launches because it's old news and people 

have moved on to some other story. And I'm much too stubborn to let people lying 

about me on the internet stop me from succeeding in my chosen career. But I 

described cancel culture in 2020 as "turning the infinite hate machine of the internet 

on and pointing it at someone", and I stick by this. You can't put something like this 

down without a court case, or without the people who've lied admitting it. And why 

on earth would they do that? 

Q: Is it correct that Alexis became suicidal in the face of this campaign against 
you both? 

A: It is. There was one particularly awful night where I sat next to him in bed, all night, 

googling the quickest route to the closest A&E in case an ambulance wasn't 

available. He could barely speak, and I couldn't leave him alone for a minute in case 

he went for the windows or the kitchen knives. He is a kind, innocent man who was 

called a rapist on the internet. It is the most disgusting and degrading thing you can 
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say about a man, and his friends, colleagues and ex-girlfriends happily encouraged 
it, even though they know it isn't true. I cannot understand spending time and effort 

trying to hurt someone in the way they've hurt him, especially if you clearly don't 
really think he's done anything wrong. If they had, there would be complaints, 

logged accusations, police reports, something - but I know from years of GDPR 
requests to over thirty different institutions that there is literally nothing against 

Alexis Kennedy other than the tweets of August 2019. It's truly vile. 

Q: What has been the worst part of all this? 

A: I think you're supposed to feel ashamed when you get cancelled. I don't, because 
I know neither I nor Alexis have done anything to be ashamed of. So, it's not the 

shame, but the pettiness. The constant sense of not being invited to a birthday party 
because some mean girl said you smelled, or something. This is fundamentally 

what the cancel lation amounts to. Not a serious - if impractical - attempt to f ix 
sexism in games. Not a heartfelt - if misguided - attempt to raise the issue of 

powerful executives m isusing their power for personal gain. It was a cynical, spiteful 
excuse to denigrate an ex- lover and commercial competitor, dressed up as a 

feminist movement. As a genuine feminist who actually worked for some time to 
make a difference, I find this particularly repellent. 
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Questions For Failbetter 
Games 

• To what extent were you aware that your current and past employees were 

amplifying Twitter attacks - as the data analysis shows - on both Alexis Kennedy 
and a/so Lottie Bevan? 

• Why were your staff retweeting people posting that Kennedy was a paedophile? 

• Why did not order a third party investigation into the claims being made 

against your founder? 

• Why have you failed to even release redacted files to the lawyers representing 
Kennedy and Bevan? 

• Why - when Adam Myers talks about "borrowing" staff files for his blogpost - is 

he refusing Bevan access to hers even under GDPR? 

• Why - while claiming to be helped un-named victims - did you wait three years 
to air such serious claims? 

• Why were your staff given free rein to attack Bevan in particular on Twitter? 

• To what extent was your willingness to side against Kennedy influenced by his 

comments to Eurogamer in an article which claimed a toxic work culture had 
developed after he left the firm? 

• Why was Bevan not warned about Kennedy if - has been subsequently claimed 

- so many people knew about his alleged misconduct? 

• What comment do you have on how the data shows your employees attacking 
Weather Factory - a rival company - during commercial launches? 

• Will Failbetter be co-operating with the ICO after being found to be in so many 
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data breaches as regards Kennedy and Bevan? 

• Is it now time for the company to accept that there are no "receipts" or evidence 
showing Kennedy was an abuser? 
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